Learn the truth about GMO’s – Genetically Modified
Organisms
A lot of our food today is genetically modified. We need to fight back!!
Please watch the following video to learn more about how company’s like Monsanto, are
genetically modifying our food:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FZ5OxdIq5DY&fmt=18
If you find this video informative be sure to watch the new DVD-video/movie
called:
FOOD INC. (Academy nominated best documentary 2010) from your library or
video store.

GMO's are made by manipulation of extremely deadly viruses & bacteria (such as E. coli)
that have been engineered to be IMMUNE TO ANTIBIOTICS (Pause video at 8:08).
Monsanto spends millions of dollars each month to "sugar" coat and hide the truth of
what they are doing or what is really behind GMO's.
This video straight-forwardly explains the scientific facts how Monsanto manufactures
their GMO's (Genetically Modified Organisms) by removing all the corporate propaganda,
the "smoke & mirrors" if you will.
Monsanto's greed combined with their quest to totally monopolize all aspects of food on
the planet, has knowingly allowed the proverbial Reaper free upon the world.
GMO's are now acting much like the deadly virus and pre-cancer cells they are made
from... by infecting other organisms that were once pure and healthy.
The people of the world should be demanding Monsanto be held for crimes against
humanity for the atrocities they have committed and what can be reasonably seen as the
start of the end to all life as we know it.
The Bee disappearance is in perfect unison with the time line of Monsanto's release of
GMO's; this can not be argued but due to Monsanto's influence of corruption in
governments across the globe, any scientist that tries to inform the public and raise the
alarm about the Bee's & GMO's is destroyed financially, as well as their careers'.
After watching these videos, will you knowingly look the other way and FEED your family
GM foods; even though you now know you could be killing or permanently harming your
child/family?
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If you are OUTRAGED at Monsanto's poisoning our food, milk and health; Please do the
following actions, do them... make a difference:
1) Call and WRITE (pen & paper) your Legislators
Demand:
2) That they FULLY endorse: "H.R. 6636 GENETICALLY ENGINEERED FOOD RIGHT TO
KNOW ACT"
3) An immediate moratorium on all GMO's and their Byproducts!
4) FDA change their findings on GMO's being "Generally Recognized As Safe"! This was
done with ZERO testing by the FDA!
5) Demand a full investigation into the criminal conflicts of interest as it pertains to the
head personal of Monsanto and the FDA being one in the same.
6) Demand congress pass a "whistle blowers protection" for all professional scientists so
that Corporations, Universities and Colleges can no longer manipulate their research.
Public Library of Science
http://www.plosone.org/article/info%3...
National Center for Biotechnology Information (National Library of Medicine)
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/ent...
Scientific American
http://www.scientificamerican.com/art...
Journal of the American Medical Association
http://jama.ama-assn.org/cgi/content/...
Science Direct:
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?...
CDC (Center Disease Control):
http://www.cdc.gov/ncidod/EID/vol11no...
MRSA Wikipedia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mrsa
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